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ABSTRACT

The Illuminating the Druggable Genome (IDG) project
aims to improve our understanding of understudied
proteins and our ability to study them in the con-
text of disease biology by perturbing them with small
molecules, biologics, or other therapeutic modali-
ties. Two main products from the IDG effort are the
Target Central Resource Database (TCRD) (http://
juniper.health.unm.edu/tcrd/), which curates and ag-
gregates information, and Pharos (https://pharos.
nih.gov/), a web interface for users to extract and
visualize data from TCRD. Since the 2021 release,
TCRD/Pharos has focused on developing visualiza-
tion and analysis tools that help reveal higher-level
patterns in the underlying data. The current iterations
of TCRD and Pharos enable users to perform enrich-
ment calculations based on subsets of targets, dis-
eases, or ligands and to create interactive heat maps
and UpSet charts of many types of annotations. Us-
ing several examples, we show how to address dis-
ease biology and drug discovery questions through
enrichment calculations and UpSet charts.

INTRODUCTION

Biomedical research tends to be dominated by a relatively
small number of proteins. By some estimates, only 10% of

human proteins receive 75% of research interest (1). One
analysis of biomedical research literature and results found
that this bias was largely driven by early findings and exper-
imentation conducted in the 1980s and 1990s, rather than
the physiological, clinical, or biological relevance of the in-
dividual genes (2). To address this bias and incentivize re-
search into understudied proteins, the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) initiated the Illuminating the Druggable
Genome (IDG) project in 2014. Two main products of
the IDG project are the Target Central Resource Database
(TCRD) and Pharos, the public, web-accessible interface to
the database. TCRD aggregates data from 79 sources and
harmonizes the many different (often disjoint) identifiers
that the data sources utilize for targets (proteins), diseases,
and ligands. Details on the data sources and the processing
they undergo are available in previous editions (3,4).

Another outcome for the IDG program is the definition
of the Target Development Level (TDL), an annotation
that classifies targets based on the amount of data avail-
able for them. Very briefly, the TDL is one of four poten-
tial values: Tclin, Tchem, Tbio or Tdark. Tclin are targets
for which an approved drug exists (5,6), which currently in-
cludes 704 human proteins; Tchem are proteins that are not
Tclin, but are known to bind small molecules with high po-
tency (currently N = 1971); Tbio includes proteins that have
Gene Ontology (7) leaf term annotations based on experi-
mental evidence; or meet two of the following three condi-
tions: A fractional publication count (8) >5, three or more
Gene RIF, ‘Reference Into Function’ annotations (https:
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Figure 1. TDL changes over time • Chart of the TDL changes between an
early version (TCRD v3.0), a version at the time of the last update publi-
cation (TCRD v6.7), and the current version (TCRD 6.13). The decrease
of Tdark and subsequent increase of other development levels shows an
overall increase in target illumination.

//www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/about-generif), or 50 or more
commercial antibodies, as counted in the Antibodypedia
portal (9). The fourth category, Tdark, currently includes
∼31% of the human proteins that were manually curated
at the primary sequence level in UniProt, but do not meet
any of the Tclin, Tchem or Tbio criteria. Figure 1 shows the
TDL count changes between version 3 and 6.7 and 6.13.

Since the 2017 NAR Database issue paper (3), additional
efforts in development related to TCRD/Pharos have been
reported, which include two protocols papers (10,11) and
a NAR Database issue update paper (4). Pharos usage now
averages 3300 unique users a month, while downloads of the
TCRD database average 140 per month. Pharos introduced
versioned releases in 2020 and has reached version 3.14.1,
which utilizes the latest TCRD version 6.13.4. Pharos typ-
ically links to external sites for more information, and to
TCRD’s primary data sources, when a website is available.
Many other sites link to Pharos as well, including: PDB
(12), ChEMBL (13), DISEASES (8), DrugCentral (14),
MARRVEL (15), Reactome (16), KEGG (17), Guide to
Pharmacology (18), GlyGen (19), UniProt (20) and more.
Data is accessible by full TCRD download (http://juniper.
health.unm.edu/tcrd/), or via the GraphQL API (https:
//pharos-api.ncats.io/graphql). See https://pharos.nih.gov/
api to access the interactive GraphQL IDE that includes a
set of example queries to get started.

In the current paper, we describe changes implemented
since the 2021 NAR database update paper, such as new and
streamlined data sources integrated into TCRD, and new
analysis and visualization options available in Pharos. We
also present in tabular form several use cases for scientific
questions that can be asked of the database, using new list
analysis features.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Throughout this paper, the term ‘target’ refers to a ‘gene or
protein of interest’, as sometimes attributes are related to
genes (e.g. orthologs), and sometimes to proteins. However,
TCRD is based on ‘reviewed’ (manually curated) human
protein entries from UniProt (20). We have previously (3,4)
described the data aggregation and integration process, as

it relates to targets, diseases and ligands. The term ‘ligands’
includes small molecule and biologic drugs, as well as other
therapeutic modalities and is not limited to small molecules
that modulate proteins.

New data sources

The newly added data includes disease definitions, hierar-
chy, and mappings provided by the Mondo Disease Ontol-
ogy (Mondo) (21,22). This includes synonyms for equiv-
alent terms from 24 ontologies, such as Disease Ontol-
ogy (DO) (23), Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man
(OMIM) (24), Orphanet (25), Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS) (26), Genetic and Rare Diseases Infor-
mation Center (GARD) (21), etc. This allows Pharos to
resolve many types of disease IDs to the appropriate de-
tails pages, using the link format: https://pharos.nih.gov/
diseases/ontology id. The Mondo dataset also includes hi-
erarchical information about the relationships between dis-
eases. Pharos uses this information to aggregate disease as-
sociations, in order to show associations for directly associ-
ated diseases, as well as all descendent diseases, as exempli-
fied later in the Results section.

Previously, TCRD incorporated gene–trait relationships
directly from the GWAS (Genome-Wide Association Stud-
ies) catalog (27). The current TCRD release includes GWAS
data processed through the TIGA (Target Illumination
GWAS Analytics) analytical pipeline (28). Via TIGA, gene-
trait associations are scored according to aggregated ev-
idence from corresponding studies and a citation metric
for publications based on the iCite Relative Citation Ra-
tio, RCR (29). A non-parametric mean rank score is used
to measure the combined evidence for a gene-trait associ-
ation, mitigating the noise and uncertainties of individual
GWAS publications in order to prioritize targets in an un-
biased manner.

Updated data sources

Compound activity data from ChEMBL (13) was updated
to version 31, and from DrugCentral (14) updated to the
2023 version (Avram et al. ‘DrugCentral 2023 extends hu-
man clinical data and integrates veterinary drugs’ NAR DB,
manuscript in preparation). DISEASES (8) and the asso-
ciated PubMed Scores were updated to the latest versions.
Mouse phenotype data was updated to the IMPC Pheno-
types (30) version 13.0. TIN-X (31) scores for target-disease
associations were last regenerated and reloaded in March
2021, and will be updated again in November 2022 with the
upcoming 2022 version of TIN-X. These TIN-X scores are
composed of two derived bibliometric statistics: importance
and novelty. The novelty of a target or a disease concept
is computed based on the relative abundance of associated
publication mentions, while the importance score quanti-
fies the relative strength of association between a target and
a disease concept.

Additionally, gene and protein expression data was
streamlined to reduce the number of data sources and thus
better assist users in navigating this data. Five data sources
have been selected based on their breadth of target cover-
age, and complementarity toward each other in the type
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Table 1. Enrichment score examples

List description How to generate it Enrichment filter Question

A List of targets interacting with a
dark target

Follow the link in PPI
component on the target
details page

Associated disease What diseases are interacting
targets involved in?

What diseases might this dark
target be involved in?

B List of targets associated with a
disease

Follow the link on the
disease details page

PANTHER class/DTO
Class

What types of targets might be
contributing to this disease?

C List of targets associated with some
phenotype from a GWAS study

Upload custom list PANTHER class/DTO
Class

What types of targets might be
contributing to this phenotype?

D List of ligands that are structurally
similar to a novel compound

Structure search page Target filter/PANTHER
Class filter

What targets or target classes have
activity for similar compounds?

E List of ligands from a cell based
screening assay

Upload custom list Target filter What targets might be causing this
phenotype?

F List of targets with a similar
sequence to a non-human gene that
has been found to cause disease

Sequence search page Associated disease Might there be similar disease
mechanisms happening in humans?

A table of examples of interesting questions that can be addressed through the enrichment score functionality in Pharos.
The columns provide a description of the list, a brief description of how to generate such a list, the filter to use for enrichment analysis, and the question
that can be addressed by it.

Table 2. UpSet chart example table

List description How to generate that list Which filter to use Question

Figure 5A List of active ligands for
a target of interest

Link on target details page Target What compounds will activate my
target, and not some others I want to
distinguish between?

Figure 5B All targets Go to target list page NIH target lists Which targets left the IDG list in 2022?
Figure 5C All targets Go to target list page Data source Which targets are in the Pro-Kino

database, but not Dark Kinase
Knowledgebase?

Figure 5D Any target list Generate an interesting
target list––see Materials
and Methods

PANTHER
class/DTO class

Which of these targets is involved in
RNA binding, but no DNA binding?

A table of examples of interesting questions that can be addressed through the use and interpretation of the UpSet charts in Pharos.
The columns provide a description of the list, a brief description of how to generate such a list, the filter to construct the UpSet plot for, and the question
that can be addressed by it.
Images in Figure 5 show the corresponding UpSet plot for these examples.

of expression reported (RNA, protein, or consensus) and
the method by which the expression was measured. Pro-
tein expression data is provided by Human Protein At-
las (HPA, version 21.1) (32), which measures protein ex-
pression through antibody labeling, and Human Proteome
Map (HPM, 2014) (33), which measures protein expression
through mass spectrometry. Target gene expression is pro-
vided by Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx, version 8)
(34) and Human Protein Atlas (HPA-RNA, version 21.1)
(32), which provide high throughput measurements of RNA
expression from a wide variety of tissues. Lastly, an aggre-
gated view of expression data from many sources, includ-
ing text mining, is provided by TISSUES (version 2.0, build
08/28/2022) (35).

Expression data ETL

As expression data was refreshed, the data handling code
was migrated into a workflow management tool, Apache
Airflow (https://airflow.apache.org/), to help manage and
automate the extract, transform, and load (ETL) process.
Steps in the ETL process were created to check whether new
data exists for each data source, and subsequently, either
rebuild the relevant tables based on the new input files or

copy from the previous version of TCRD. Moving forward,
other data sources, including but not limited to pathways
and disease associations, can be incorporated into the ETL
in a piecewise fashion to run in parallel. More foundational
data sources, like UniProt, would be incorporated as up-
stream dependencies in the pipeline responsible for trigger-
ing a more complete rebuild of the database.

Generating subsets in the UI

One of the core elements for the UI are Pharos details pages,
which show primary documentation from many sources for
a single target, disease, or ligand. The other core element
is list pages, which shows cards or tables for lists of targets,
diseases, or ligands. Pairing a method of generating a list of
targets (or diseases or ligands) with the subset analysis fea-
tures can be a powerful tool and is further described below.
Tables 1 and 2 define many use cases that start with gener-
ating such a list.

The full lists of targets, diseases, and ligands show all en-
tities in TCRD in three corresponding list pages. Using the
filters in the left panel of those list pages, these lists can be
filtered to include only those entries associated with cer-
tain attributes. For example, one can filter for targets as-
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sociated with the Gene Ontology, GO. (7,36) Processes an-
notation ‘RNA splicing.’ Similarly, on a details page, most
annotations include links that will take the user from the
details view for a single entity to a list page for entities that
share an annotation. Following the same example as above,
on a target details page for Synaptic functional regula-
tor FMR1 (https://pharos.nih.gov/targets/FMR1), the GO
Terms component will display ‘RNA splicing’ as a clickable
internal link to the listing of all targets that share that anno-
tation. Data in the Protein-Protein Interactions panel rep-
resents all the targets that have been found to interact with
a given target. The link to ‘Explore Interacting Targets’ will
generate a list page for that set of targets. Users can pivot
from target details pages to disease list pages and ligand list
pages via links in the Associated Disease component, and
Drugs and Ligands components, respectively.

In addition to filtering target lists down based on an-
notations, as described above, target lists can be generated
based on sequence similarity to a query sequence using the
BLAST (blastp) algorithm (37). This is accessible via the
‘Sequence Search’ link on the target list pages, or via a link
on each target details page. The resulting target list includes
an interactive component, including a density plot of amino
acid residues that match the query sequence. This plot is im-
plemented as an AWS EC2 instance hosting NCBI’s dock-
erized BLAST image (https://github.com/ncbi/docker/tree/
master/blast version 2.12), which is used to query the hu-
man proteins from the UniProtKB database (20).

The UI now includes a Marvin JS Widget (version
22.11.1) from ChemAxon (https://chemaxon.com/) to load
and edit a chemical structure that serves as the input query
structure for finding predicted targets. Executing such a
search will fetch the list of targets from NCATS Predic-
tor (38), which predicts activity values and a corresponding
confidence score to any query structure based on a set of
Quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) mod-
els. Furthermore, the query structure defined through the
Marvin JS Widget can serve as a starting point for finding
similar ligands in TCRD. The structure search can be run as
a similarity search, or substructure search, to find matching
compounds in TCRD based on an Apache Lucene-based
structure index of all TCRD ligands. See https://github.
com/ncats/structure-indexer for an implementation of this
structure search tool. Search results are presented in Pharos
as a ligand list that is sorted according to Tanimoto similar-
ity scores (39) against the query structure, calculated using
ChemAxon’s hashed chemical fingerprints.

All list pages now have buttons to Upload a custom list
of targets, diseases, or ligands. This opens up the possibili-
ties to integrate analysis functions, and construct interactive
visualizations on a user-defined list. Table 1 has a few exam-
ples of using the custom list functionality to import a user’s
list to help understand their experimental results.

Analysis tools

Pharos list pages now have separate tabs: Table View, which
is for viewing a table of results, and List Analysis, which
is for performing enrichment analysis and viewing subset-
level visualizations like UpSet plots (40) and heat maps. En-
richment scores can be calculated for list pages when they

are showing any kind of subset of the full list, i.e. any of
the methods (filtering, sequence search, structure search,
etc.) mentioned above can be used to generate a subset. P-
values resulting from a Fisher’s exact test (41) are calcu-
lated for any of the categorical filters available for the list.
P-values are then adjusted for multiple comparisons using
the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (42) to limit the False
Discovery Rate to � = 0.05.

For example, given a subset of targets, users can calcu-
late the degree of enrichment for individual Reactome Path-
ways, GO Functions, or Associated Diseases that map to
targets in the subset, as compared to the full list of targets.
Pharos displays the P-value, as well as the adjusted P-value.
Table 1 shows many examples of ways to generate a list in
Pharos and calculate enrichment scores to ask various sci-
entific questions.

Heat maps can be constructed on the List Analysis tabs
of target, disease, or ligand list pages. Users can construct
heat maps of protein-protein interactions colored based on
the overall confidence metric that STRING (43) reports for
the interaction. Both target list pages and disease list pages
will show heat maps of target–disease associations, colored
by the number of data sources reporting each association.
Similarly, target list pages and ligand list pages will show
heat maps of potency values for the target–ligand activities.

The filter panel on the left side of Table View and List
Analysis View shows users the marginal counts of entries in
the list that have each particular filter value, meaning there
is no indication as to which filter values have been docu-
mented for the same entities. UpSet plots (40), on the other
hand, display counts for different combinations of filter val-
ues in an intuitive way.

Structured data

Schema.org entities (JSON-LD) are now set on de-
tails pages for targets (https://schema.org/Protein), diseases
(https://schema.org/MedicalCondition), and ligands (https:
//schema.org/ChemicalSubstance). The structured data em-
bedded in each details page includes many types of
linked data, such as protein-protein interactions (bio-
ChemInteraction), pathways (hasBioChemEntityPart), GO
terms (Processes: isInvolvedInBiologicalProcess, functions:
hasMolecularFunction, component: isLocatedInSubcellu-
larLocation), etc. A rating element (https://schema.org/
Rating) is included for all target details pages to define
the ratingValue (Tdark, Tbio, etc.), ratingExplanation, re-
viewAspect, and the IDG Consortium as the author of the
TDL classifications. Each use case page is also annotated
with a HowTo (https://schema.org/HowTo) structured data
elements to note that the page reflects a sequence of instruc-
tions, where each step in the tutorial is a HowToStep.

RESULTS

Pharos continues to improve as a tool for the exploration
and analysis of biological data as it relates to targets. Many
of these improvements are driven by feedback obtained
through frequent demos and user interviews. One key en-
hancement since our last update (4) is the ability for users
to readily download CSV-formatted tables of data from the
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website for further analysis or investigation. Users can se-
lect which fields to download and a query is made to deliver
a table of the requested data. Links to download data are
located on all details pages and list pages (where data can
be downloaded for all entries in the list). Other new features
implemented as a result of discussions with users include the
use of ProtVista’s integrated sequence and structure viewer,
in-page tutorials and use cases to teach new and advanced
features, and structure search and new ligand list filters for
better support of chemistry workflows (see use cases below).

The structured data elements that are now included on
Pharos for all details pages and use case pages will help web
crawlers understand and contextualize Pharos’ content and
improve the visibility of this data within search engine re-
sults.

Mondo integration

As of TCRD 6.12 and Pharos 3.10, disease data is aligned
using the Mondo disease ontology, which helps aggregate
diseases across the many data sources that TCRD ingests.
Prior to Mondo integration, there were 26 418 unique dis-
ease IDs and 17 989 unique disease names among the set
of documented target-disease associations. The alignment
of equivalent terms through Mondo mapping resulted in a
final count of 13 704 distinct disease terms in Pharos. This
mapping remains incomplete, however, since 8121 diseases
are mapped to Mondo terms, and 5583 terms are yet to be
mapped (primarily terms with UMLS prefixes––83%, and
MeSH prefixes - 14%). Going forward, we intend to rec-
tify the gaps in the Mondo mapping, either through propos-
ing extensions to Mondo or developing a fallback for those
UMLS and other terms.

As mentioned above, the Mondo ontology includes hier-
archy information with parent and child relationships be-
tween diseases. For example, when a user browses a list of
targets associated with a term that has descendent terms,
such as asthma (MONDO:0004979), the list also includes
targets that have been found to be associated with child
terms, such as allergic asthma (MONDO:0004784) and in-
trinsic asthma (MONDO:0004765).

Target details pages

UI improvements include a more organized target details
page, which now shows an easier-to-understand menu struc-
ture. Additionally, Pharos now displays all possible descrip-
tors for targets, regardless of whether or not data is avail-
able. These placeholder descriptors provide users with a
more obvious indication of missing information about tar-
gets. Other changes to the target details pages since the last
update include:

• Expression data: A streamlined, up-to-date dataset (see
Methods) is displayed, and distinctions are made between
data sources that report protein expression (32,33), RNA
expression (32,34), and an aggregate score based on a
mix of literature and expression data (35). A heat map of
tissues expressing the current target vs. the data sources
reporting the expression is shown, as well as a circular

treemap that groups the tissue expression values accord-
ing to the hierarchy defined by the UBERON ontology,
an anatomy-based ontology (44) (Figure 2A).

• Protein sequence and structure: Users can initiate a
blastp search for similar targets when providing protein
sequences as input. The integrated ProtVista Viewer (45)
is now used, which includes structures from the Protein
DataBank (PDB) (12), and predicted structures from Al-
phaFold (46,47).

• Nearest Tclin targets: This is a new component that shows
a pageable listing of the nearest Tclin targets (in terms of
pathway distance) found in the same KEGG pathways
(17).

• Disease novelty: The scatter plot featuring TIN-X (31)
data was previously shown as part of the Disease Associ-
ations component, but is now a separate component that
is accompanied by an interactive circular treemap visu-
alization which groups the associated diseases according
to the disease hierarchy. The dynamic highlighting of the
scatter plot points helps the user better understand pat-
terns in the types of diseases represented in the associated
importance vs novelty scatter plot (Figure 2B). While all
regions of the scatter plot might be of interest for vari-
ous reasons, targets along the upper-right side of the plot
(Figure 2B, left panel) are often the most interesting be-
cause these targets are poorly understood, but they are
still known to be relevant to the disease of interest. These
improvements to the TIN-X component makes it easier
for users to visually identify data points along the Pareto
boundary which exists as the nondominated solution to
the optimization of this system containing trade-offs be-
tween the two conflicting objectives of importance and
novelty.

• GWAS traits: A new component showing GWAS (27)
data, as scored and ranked according to the TIGA (28)
analysis pipeline described in the methods section (Fig-
ure 2C).

Disease details pages

Disease details pages have been expanded since the 2021
update to incorporate a navigation menu on the left panel.
New and updated components are summarized here:

• Disease summary: Disease data is now organized based
on the Mondo Disease Ontology, and the Mondo De-
scriptions are shown here, when available. A button to
Explore Associated Targets can be clicked to generate a
target list page with the documented target associations.
The resulting list will include targets that are associated
with the disease of interest, as well as any child terms in
the Mondo disease hierarchy.

• GWAS targets: A new component similar to the GWAS
Traits component in the target details pages, showing
associated targets, scored and ranked according to the
TIGA (28) analysis pipeline.

• Disease hierarchy: A set of links to parent and child terms
to the disease of interest, according to the Mondo hierar-
chy.
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Ligand details pages

Ligand details pages look mostly the same, except for two
new buttons that link to new functionality. The Ligand Sum-
mary component includes a new button to initiate a struc-
tural search using the current compound as a starting query
structure. The Target Activities component shows a new
button labeled Explore Associated and Predicted Targets,
which navigates to a target list containing known or pre-
dicted activity to the current compound. Both features will
be included in the use case for characterizing a novel chem-
ical compound below. Both additions can also be accessed
through the main Structure Search page (Figure 3).

Use cases

All use cases described in our previous work (4,10) are still
possible, and some have been incorporated into the Use
Cases detailed as tutorials on Pharos (https://pharos.nih.
gov/usecases). Here, we focus on new functionality and how
a user’s capacity to perform tasks has increased.

The ability to initiate a search based on a chemical struc-
ture has added support for a number of different workflows
(Figure 3). Users investigating the potential role of a novel
chemical compound can input the structure on the Struc-
ture Search page (https://pharos.nih.gov/structure), by us-
ing a SMILES string or by drawing the structure using the
Marvin JS widget. Information about which targets might
be activated by such a compound can be generated by using
the Find Predicted Targets button, which generates a target
list based on the output of a series of QSAR models from
NCATS Predictor. Similarly, the user can generate a list of
similar compounds found in TCRD (Table 1D), and look
for patterns in the targets and target classes that have activ-
ity against those similar compounds.

Another useful tool in the user’s toolbox is the ability to
generate a custom list of entities the user introduces from
their own experiments or investigations. Users can upload
a list of targets from a GWAS study for a particular trait,
or a list of compounds obtained as hits in a cell-based as-
say (Table 1E). Pharos will resolve the list entries, display
the table of results (and any of the visualizations that are
shown for lists) and allow the user to run enrichment calcu-
lations to determine which annotations in a user’s custom
list are over-represented. Ligand lists can further be filtered
according to the specificity and potency of compounds in
the list or can be queried as to the specific target activities
they have using the UpSet plot (Table 2A, Figure 5A).

There are several new use cases supported through the
addition of analysis capabilities on Pharos list pages. This
expansion of functionality has led us to split those pages
into two tabs supporting two distinct workflows. Table View
is for browsing some high-level information about each tar-
get, perhaps to find a particular target details page to ex-
plore further. List Analysis View is for exploring patterns
in annotations for entries in the list, such as the counts or
combinations of filter values that elements in the list have,
or constructing heat maps of elements in the list.

Common in modern scientific literature, enrichment cal-
culations are often used to characterize which pathways in-
volve a set of targets (48). In Pharos, enrichment calcula-
tions can be made for any target list, for pathways, as well

as for any other categorical filter available on the target list
page. These calculations can be made from the associated
filter panel, or by selecting an option from the drop-down
element on the Filter Value Enrichment panel. Figure 4 il-
lustrates the problem addressed by enrichment analysis as it
shows the filter value counts for the Associated Disease filter,
for the unfiltered target list, alongside the filter value counts
for a list of targets that interact with the D (2) Dopamine
Receptor (DRD2). The sorted lists are dominated by val-
ues that are very common in the full population of targets.
In the case of Associated Diseases, the most common filter
values tend to be cancers, which are well studied and have
wide-ranging effects on cell function, and so have a large
number of associated targets. When the enrichment scores
are calculated, and the results are sorted according to p-
value, the top values in this ranking reveal a different set
of Associated Diseases, including many examples that peo-
ple typically associate with DRD2. This example uncovers
some expected results for a well-studied target but helps to
validate the workflow where a hypothesis is made for the po-
tential role of a dark target in disease, by analyzing the as-
sociated diseases of targets that interact with the dark target
in question. Table 1 includes this use case and several other
examples where enrichment analysis can be used on a sub-
set to examine the patterns of data that may not be obvious
at first.

UpSet plots (40) have been trending in recent years, as
they help users understand the different sets of values that
are present in a list. Pharos shows UpSet plots (40) on the
List Analysis tab for all categorical filters that can have mul-
tiple values. For filters that can have only one value, such as
TDL, a donut chart is shown. At its core, the UpSet plot is a
column chart, where column height represents the number
of entries in the list that have each combination of filter val-
ues. The filled and open circles at the bottom of the chart
represent which combination of filter values each column
corresponds to. Pharos UpSet plots are interactive and can
be used to filter the list based on different combinations of
filter values. This allows users to filter their lists with more
complex boolean logic: e.g. targets that have been docu-
mented with GO Functions for ‘DNA Binding’ AND NOT
‘RNA Binding.’ Table 2 and Figure 5 include a set of ex-
amples where UpSet plots can be used to answer interesting
questions about the data.

DISCUSSION

Both TCRD and Pharos are continuously being developed
and since the last 2021 NAR Database update, new imple-
mentations align closely with the broader IDG goal of illu-
minating understudied proteins with the ability to generate
hypotheses when data is sparse. New developments include
a streamlined process for integrating sources into TCRD
and new options for analyses and visualization in Pharos.
We’ll continue to build on the 79 data sources contributing
to Pharos, to further increase the depth of knowledge for
each target and expand the ways users can look for patterns
that may help to fill the gaps in knowledge and understand-
ing. One addition we are currently working on is a ‘Rare
Disease’ annotation from GARD, so that users will know
which diseases in a list have been annotated as such. It is our
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Figure 2 Target details updates. (A) Expression data from five sources is color coded according to expression type (red: aggregate score, blue: RNA
expression, yellow: protein expression) and displayed as a heat map on the left panel. Cells in the heat map display details about the expression data for
each tissue when clicked. The right panel contains tabs to show either a circular treemap, where tissues are grouped according to the UBERON hierarchy,
and an anatomogram, where tissues on a human form are shaded according to their expression level. The circular treemap is interactive and can be used
to filter the heat map. (B) Text-mined target-disease associations from TIN-X are shown in an interactive scatter plot of importance vs novelty adjacent
to a circular treemap. The circular treemap groups the associations based on the hierarchy defined by the Mondo Disease Ontology. Selecting a circle in
the right panel highlights corresponding points on the scatter plot for those diseases. This dynamic visualization helps users find classes of diseases which
tend to be both high in the importance and novelty metrics. (C) GWAS traits associated with a single target, scored and ranked according to the TIGA
data processing pipeline. More reliable associations tend to have a higher Mean Rank Score and a higher Beta Count.
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Figure 3. Structure search. The component contains a Marvin JS widget showing an editable query structure. Structures can also be edited via the Query
SMILES input or resolved using an external tool (not pictured). This serves as a starting point for performing a similarity, or substructure, search of
compounds in TCRD, or a search for predicted targets, using the QSAR models in NCATS Predictor.

vision to become a ‘one-stop-shop’ for protein-disease biol-
ogy associations, specifically for understudied targets and
rare diseases.

One key new feature is the ability to expand a search for
a dark target to retrieve information on related targets. The
pivot from a target details page to a list of related targets via
amino acid sequence, interacting targets, or other known
common attributes allows users to shift their line of inquiry
from ‘What does this target do?’ to ‘What do related targets
tend to do?’. This shift helps formulate hypotheses as to the
role of target(s) in the context of the biological processes
they are a part of and the diseases they are associated with.

Another recent addition to Pharos’ repertoire is the cir-
cular treemap plots that are shown in the Expression and
Disease Novelty components. These can help users under-
stand patterns in the data, such as which branches of the

UBERON hierarchy are more likely to express a target, or
which types of diseases are more often associated with a
target (Figure 2). This visualization can also be utilized in
a more general way by including those plots on list pages.
Users can then generate lists of targets, diseases, or ligands,
by any of the methods available, and construct visualiza-
tions to help understand patterns in any of the hierarchical
annotations. For example, users could not only tell which
diseases are associated with targets in a list, but the ances-
try of those disease terms, helping them find common root
terms that may not be obvious.

In the future, Pharos will continue to expand its sup-
ported data types and to enable easy incorporation of
new data sources from external groups. Example data un-
der consideration include machine learning predictions and
additional experimental data (including but not limited
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Figure 4. Enrichment analysis. (A) Left shows the number of targets associated with different diseases in a full target list. Right shows the number of targets
associated with different diseases in a target list consisting of targets with a documented protein-protein interaction with DRD2. Note how there is a lot of
overlap between the entries in this list, when the list is sorted by the naive counts. (B) Enrichment score results after performing Fisher’s Exact Test on the
filtered list. Note how the top entries in the list comprises a different set of diseases, including a lot of neurological disorders, and substance dependence
disorders, diseases which are more commonly known to be related to DRD2.
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Figure 5. UpSet chart examples. (A) For a list of ligands, this plot shows different combinations of targets against which each ligand has been shown to
be active. (B) For a target list, this plot shows how many targets in the list were on each combination of NIH lists. Gold highlighting shows filters that
are currently applied to the list, so this list would consist of 12 targets that were on the IDG list from 2017 to 2020, and removed in 2022. (C) In this
case, the corresponding target list would show 385 targets that have data from ProKinO, but not from Dark Kinase Knowledgebase. (D) In this case, the
corresponding target list would show 21 targets annotated by PANTHER to be a RNA binding protein, but not a DNA binding protein.

to phenotypic and expression data on ion channels, G-
protein-coupled receptors, and kinases) generated through
the IDG (https://druggablegenome.net/ProteinTimeLine),
or other external sources. Data may be incorporated directly
into TCRD, or accessible through Pharos through exter-
nal APIs. In the latter case, external groups would create
an API (or work with us to set one up) that would return
schema.org structured data, such as a list of @Protein ob-
jects representing a set of predicted protein-protein inter-
actions, or a list of @MedicalCondition objects represent-

ing a set of predicted disease associations. Pharos would
fetch data from these APIs for display within Pharos, in-
cluding a clearly visible link to the original data resource
(Supplemental Figure 1). Given the increasing traffic of
Pharos, IDG and external groups could then increase the
visibility of their data within Pharos and directly share their
data through the platform amongst colleagues. Contribut-
ing groups would be able to view and analyze their data in
light of all the other data in Pharos, empowering them to
generate meaningful hypotheses for further research. Sup-
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plemental Figure 1 shows the prototype UI component that
fetches structured data from an external API. This first
implementation returns data from Ravenmehr et al. (49),
which predicts a relationship between specific cancers and
kinases. Incorporating data to Pharos allows scientists to
have access to all the visualizations and subset analysis tools
that Pharos offers, for their own datasets. In this example
(details can be found in the description of Supplemental
Figure 1), users could browse the list of kinases predicted
to have an effect on a certain cancer and download data for
the entire list or perform enrichment calculations to deter-
mine what might be common amongst the targets in the list.

Additional future enhancements will include improving
navigation of data submitted to and/or contained within
Pharos. To accomplish this, we plan to expand functional-
ities for data analytics and visualization to further explore
users’ own datasets or custom filtered lists in the context
of other studies. Expansions will include additional scor-
ing and statistics outputs to provide ranking and facilitate
the discovery of relevant data patterns (e.g. putative mech-
anisms of actions, drug repurposing efforts). In addition,
the Pharos team will continue to embed novel visualizations
from other sites via an API and enable users greater flexi-
bility in creating charts that are interactive (e.g. on-the-fly
filtering and labeling).

Lastly, in the future we will refer to TCRD/Pharos simply
as ‘Pharos.’ We will also continue to guide its development
by use cases and user feedback. By focusing on users and
what they could learn from Pharos, we aim to continue ex-
panding and improving the availability of knowledge about
the dark proteome (50), thereby continuing to illuminate the
druggable genome.

DATA AVAILABILITY

TCRD is an open source database that can be accessed
at: http://juniper.health.unm.edu/tcrd/.

Pharos is an open source web platform that can be ac-
cessed at: https://pharos.nih.gov/.

The Pharos resources have been split into frontend and
backend repositories.

The front end code can be found on Github: https://
github.com/ncats/pharos frontend.

The backend GraphQL implementation code can
be found on Github: https://github.com/ncats/pharos-
graphql-server.

GraphQL resource documentation can be found on
Pharos: https://pharos.nih.gov/api.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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